Abstract-The Internet provides a universal platform for largescale distribution of information and supports inter-organizational services, system integration, and collaboration. Use of multimedia documents for dissemination and sharing of massive amounts of information is becoming a common practice for Internet-based applications and enterprises. With the rapid proliferation of multimedia data management technologies over the Internet, there is growing concern about security and privacy of information. Composing multimedia documents in a distributed heterogeneous environment involves integrating media objects from multiple security domains that may employ different access control policies for media objects. In this paper, we present a security model for distributed document management system that allows creation, storage, indexing, and presentation of secure multimedia documents. The model is based on a time augmented Petri-net and provides a flexible, multilevel access control mechanism that allows clearance-based access to different levels of information in a document. In addition, the model provides detailed multimedia synchronization requirements including deterministic and nondeterministic temporal relations and incomplete timing information among media objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
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storage, and retrieval of multimedia documents have been a focus of research for the past several years. With the growing openness of the Internet, security of multimedia information systems (MMIS) has become a central issue in developing large-scale distributed multimedia applications. A multimedia document can be composed of various multimedia objects that may be stored in a central archive or distributed over various heterogeneous database servers interconnected by a broad-band network, as depicted in Fig. 1 [40] . Access to distributed servers may be governed by different security policies. The scope of a security policy (SP) over a set of subjects and objects constitutes a security domain. The security policies may vary within each system and across systems, making the integrated MMIS a complex multidomain environment that raises several crucial security challenge [12] , [17] , [21] , [36] . There is a growing need for ensuring secure access to individual media components in distributed multimedia applications. For example, in a Web-based distance learning application, users may have restricted access to various components of a multimedia document. Similarly, in the area of healthcare, medical records of patients may contain personal medical history and radiological data, which need to be protected against unauthorized access. However, in this case, different types of patient information should be easily accessible to various authorized users. For example, a physician must be allowed to access relevant details of a patient's medical history, whereas, a medical insurance personnel should only be allowed to access the information related to the patient's medical expenses, certified causes of illness, etc. The problem of access control in such applications becomes more challenging by the fact that the delivery of multimedia documents requires strict spatio-temporal synchronization of media objects with guaranteed quality of service. An access control mechanism, for instance, should not pose restrictions in fulfilling such requirements. Several security approaches have been used to address the issues related to information systems security. These include discretionary access control (DAC), mandatory access control (MAC), and role-based access control (RBAC) approaches [22] , [25] , [37] .
In this paper, we propose a unified multimedia document model to allow secure access to a multimedia document database. The model can use an MAC approach, known as multilevel security (MLS) [22] , [25] . MLS approach is particularly suited for multimedia applications because it allows access control based on multiple classifications that may be imposed on media objects. The proposed model provides an applicationlevel, user-defined classification schemes on multimedia documents. The model allows the coexistence of multiple secu- rity domains and hierarchical classification policies, thus supporting specification of complex documents with multilevel objects maintained by the underlying heterogeneous databases. The model constitutes a significant extension to the existing object-composition Petri-net model (OCPN) [29] , [30] by integrating security requirements for multimedia documents. In addition, the proposed model facilitates the specification of nondeterministic temporal relationships and incomplete temporal information for media objects. It allows asymmetric relationships to exist among distributed objects of a document. Provision for nondeterministic temporal relationships and incomplete temporal information is an important issue in a distributed multimedia environment with random network delays. Based on the proposed model, a system architecture is presented that supports authoring, querying, storage, and content-based retrieval of distributed multimedia documents in a secure environment.
In literature, few researchers have addressed the issue of access control for multimedia documents [13] , [14] . Although there is a growing realization to address this issue, the existing work either presents a preliminary discussion on the requirements for security in multimedia systems [13] , or focuses on authorization models for mono-medium databases [4] . As mentioned earlier, the model proposed in this paper provides an integrated framework to address both the application level access control needs and media synchronization requirements for composing distributed multimedia documents. Existing multimedia synchronization models such as OCPN [29] , XML [41] , and time-flow graph [26] , [27] address only deterministic temporal relationships where durations among objects are known a priori.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the generalized OCPN (GOCPN) model for specifying deterministic and nondeterministic temporal relations. In Section III, we present a secure-GOCPN model, which uses GOCPN as the base model, and show how the extended model allows MLS for multimedia document databases. In Section IV, we present an architecture of a secure distributed multimedia document database system. In Section V, we present related work. Section VI provides a conclusion of this paper.
II. MULTIMEDIA DOCUMENT MODEL FOR SYNCHRONIZATION AND INDEXING
Temporal modeling is a requirement for ensuring synchronization of distributed media objects to compose multimedia documents. In this section, we first present a temporal synchronization scheme called temporal constraint set (TCS) to enumerate all the possible temporal relationships that may exist between any two media streams represented as temporal intervals. TCS describes the binary temporal relations between any two intervals and captures both deterministic and nondeterministic temporal relations.
A. Temporal Constraint Set (TCS)
Any two time-intervals with deterministic duration can be synchronized in 13 different ways [1] . For interactive multimedia, duration of media objects may be unknown or unpredictable prior to presentation of documents to the end users. To represent temporal relations among the intervals with unknown durations, the proposed TCS is based on time instants and intervals. A time instant is a point on the time axis that can be represented by a nonnegative number. An interval starts at a time instant and ends at another time instant as defined below. Definition 1 (Interval) [30] : Let be a partially ordered set, and let be any two elements of such that . The set is called an interval of denoted by . Let and be the start and end-points of an interval and its duration. End points of an event are nondeterministic when they are influenced by an occurrence of another event or are unknown beforehand. The former case represents a causal relation. The end points of an interval can perform an action on an end point of another interval. An action aimed at the beginning of an interval corresponds to start or activation, while an action aimed to end an interval corresponds to a stop or termination. Such an action is represented in a graph as a constraint arrow from one end point to another end point, as depicted in Fig. 2 . For any two intervals and , there can be at most four possible constraints between the end points and . Fig. 2 shows the four relations. For a causal system, the delay is always nonnegative.
In start-start relation of Fig. 2(a) , the start point of interval occurs after the start point of interval with a delay of time units. In this case, the constraint between the start points and of and , respectively, is given by . The end points of these two intervals are set to be free and remain unspecified. Similarly, the cases (b) end-start, (c) start-end, and (d) end-end represent constraints between two intervals for different pairs of end points. These constraints are and , respectively. Since the delay is nonnegative, the arrow for specifying a delay does not point backward. The inverse relation is obtained by simply switching the intervals and . By adding one more constraint to the one constraint system in Fig. 2 , we can define eight double-constraints. Two such relations are over-constrained where both start and end points of have a constraint on the same end point of and can be either the start or the end of . Therefore, six out of the eight relations are valid double constraints. These include cases (e), (f), (g), (h), (i), and (j) in Fig. 2 . Similarly, we can enumerate all other binary constraints. Fig. 2 illustrates all the 14 possible temporal relationships for the two-constraint system. We have excluded over-constraint relations.
The 14 constraints of two constraint systems are not mutually independent. For example, constraint (e) can represent temporal information contained in (f). In other words, constraint (e) is at least as powerful as (f) when we consider the event ordering of the two intervals. If in (e) is specified to be the sum of and in (f), the end point position of interval is determined to be the same instant in the time axis for both (e) and (f). However, (f) cannot represent (e) if in (e) is smaller than in (f). Similarly, constraint (j), (n), and (o) have more temporal descriptive power than (h), (m), and (q), respectively. Consequently, the number of temporal relations is reduced to nine by dropping (f), (h), (m), and (q).
The three-constraint set can be generated from the two-constraint set. As most three constraints introduce conflicts, only two temporal relations, (s) and (t), shown in Fig. 2 are meaningful. The final TCS is the set of the following 16 temporal relations depicted in Fig. 2: a b c d e g i j k l n o p r s t
B. The Generalized Object Composition Petri-Net (GOCPN) Model
The proposed TCS provides a powerful and flexible model that unifies time instants and intervals through constraints. It can describe Allen's 13 temporal relations and overcome its limitation by capturing nondeterministic relations. The model can be used to specify arbitrary temporal requirement for composing and presenting multimedia documents. For this purpose, we introduce the GOCPN model that augments the Petri-net structure and the execution rules to represent multimedia synchronization. Based on this model, one can precisely describe temporal and spatial information, user interaction, browsing semantics, media contents, and quality of presentation (QoP) of component media involved in a multimedia document. This is achieved by associating time duration modeled by TCS constraints to places in GOCPN, assigning weights to arcs, specifying transition types, and modifying firing rules for the GOCPN. Formally, a GOCPN model is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (GOCPN):
A GOCPN is a 7-tuple , where 1)
is a Petri-net; (i) is a finite set of places, (ii) is a finite set of transitions such that , and (iii) is a set of arcs ; 2) is a weight function of arcs; 3) regular, decision identifies a place as either regular or decision place (regular place has only one output transition whereas a decision place has multiple output transitions) ; 4) is a mapping of places to the content set , QoP set , integer set representing durations, spatial information , and an ordered set of media operations (if then operation is applied on the media content before operation ); 5) represents lip-sync link between two places, where is an integer set representing maximum skew allowed between two media objects measured by discrete time units. The dynamic behavior of GOCPN can be described in terms of markings that represent the distribution of tokens in the net. An initial state is represented by a token in the source place. The presentation of a multimedia document starts by firing the output transition of the source place. The marking of a GOCPN is changed according to the following transition firing rules.
1) A transition is enabled if each of its active input place is marked with at least unlocked tokens, where is the weight of the arc from to . 2) Firing of an enabled transition takes place as follows:
(a) if contains an input arc with , then the recursive firing algorithm shown in Fig. 3 is used; (b) if the input place of is of regular type, fires immediately; (c) if its input place is of decision type, can fire only when triggered by an input. The algorithm of Fig. 3 recursively fires every input transition of those places that appear before the enabled transition. The algorithm strictly follows the temporal ordering in GOCPN in the sense that a transition is fired only if all the transitions ahead of it in the GOCPN have already been fired. 3) Firing of a transition results in removing a token from each of its input places, and placing a token in each of its output places. 4) Upon receiving a token, a place starts the process of displaying the associated media object. We assume that the QoP requirements and other specification regarding duration, spatial and synchronization constraint are managed by the underlying system architecture. An active process locks the token. The token is unlocked whenever either of the following events happens: (i) the specified duration of the place expires, or (ii) if the duration is unspecified, the token is unlocked by the process. 5) If place has a lip sync link to another place , synchronization between the presentation processes in those two places is enforced by ensuring that the skew between the two media streams is less than the specified value of . 6) The contents element of an Mplace provides description of information about all the selectable paths. Each description is associated with a logical button that can be mapped to some area of the screen. Each logical button in turn is associated with an output transition of the Mplace. When a path is selected, the corresponding transition is triggered to fire. Fig. 4 shows the GOCPN representation of all the constraints of TCS. Fig. 5 shows an example of a GOCPN document. The number of tokens deposited at a given place is determined by the weight of the arc leading to . An arc with weight 1 (i.e., ), drawn as a solid line, is active. The set of active input places for transition is denoted by and . Similarly, the set of inactive input places for transition is denoted by and . In GOCPN, a place may have multiple output transitions that represent multiple browsing paths in a document. Such a place represents a decision place where a user can choose one of its output transitions to fire. Such a place is called Mplace and is denoted as a double circle in the GOCPN model, as shown in Fig. 5 . The function is used to differentiate such a place from a regular place. When a token arrives at an Mplace, a text is mapped to the screen to give brief information about the contents of each path, for which a button or selectable item is displayed. In Fig. 5 , transitions and are related to "ECE Dept." and "CS Dept.," respectively. The user can choose a path to proceed with the presentation process.
QoP parameters are supplied by the user in the form of perceived quality for the presentation of a document. Generally, each media type has its own unique QoP requirements. For instance, text may allow some delays but it should be free from error or missing information. Similarly, in most of the applications, video is sensitive to delay but may tolerate dropping of some frames. In some applications, a finer level of synchronization of two related media streams, such as lip-sync between video and audio, must be enforced in order to provide a meaningful presentation. In GOCPN, lip-sync links are introduced to specify the maximum tolerable skew between two media streams. The direction of a synchronization link reflects the asymmetric relation in inter-media synchronization. For example, the lip-sync direction from V1 (video) to A1 (audio), in Fig. 5 implies that A1 should catch up with V1 during presentation. In this case, more importance is attached to object V1. In an asymmetric relation between two objects, one object is identified as the master object and the other as the slave object. For example, in Fig. 5 , V1 has the major content for the presentation and can be considered as the master object, whereas, A1 and T1 can be considered as slave objects. A1 and T1 end as soon as V1 ends upon firing of . In some cases, it may be necessary to leave the duration of an object unspecified. For example, as shown in Fig. 5 , the text object T4 may need to be displayed when video V4 is being presented after A4 has been played out. In a deterministic model, duration associated with T4 needs to be determined based on and . However, finding may be difficult in case there is a complex substructure between T4 and A4. GOCPN allows such incomplete timing information between A4 and T4 by allowing inactive arc as shown in Fig. 5 .
III. EXTENDED GOCPN FOR SPECIFYING ACCESS CONTROL IN MULTIMEDIA DOCUMENT DATABASE
Media contents in a multimedia document may have various levels of sensititvity or classification that depend upon the nature and/or the quality of information they contain. For example, a video sequence depicting the use of firearms may need to be classified as "adult viewing only" to prevent children from learning how to use firearms. Similarly, a person who pays a higher rate of subscription may be allowed to view more expensive information with detailed charts and diagrams of up-to-theminute stock market analysis. Such content-based classification may also depend on the context of information. For example, a publicly available news clip may be classified as top-secret when it is augmented with some annotation that identifies a person in the clip as a secret agent. In following, we introduce secure-GOCPN, which augments the GOCPN model to allow such content-based classifications on subjects and objects so that appropriate class of media objects within a document can be selected for presentation to individual users.
A. Multilevel Security (MLS)
MLS has been proven to be a practical model for many military and commercial applications where some form of natural hierarchy or compartmentalization exists [25] . Distribution of information in such organizations is controlled by some measure of sensitivity or on a need-to-know basis. The sensitivity of information is determined by its content, context, aggregation, or time [2] . To ensure secure access, users should be allowed to access only those information for which they have the required clearances. In an MLS model, a system consists of a set of subjects, also known as active entity, a set of objects, also called passive entities, and a set L of security levels with a partial ordering relation. A level is said to be dominated by if , and strictly dominated by if and . If neither nor , then and are said to be incomparable. In an MLS scheme, these security labels are used as object classification as well as subject clearance levels that are assigned by the administrator. The dominated relation between the classification level of an object and the clearance level of a subject is used to determine whether the subject is to be allowed to access the object. The well-known Bell-LaPadula (BLP) [3] restrictions for an MLS system are as follows.
1) Simple security property: a subject is allowed to read an object iff (no-read-up property).
2) property: a subject is allowed to write an object iff (no-write-down property). In this paper, we focus on the issue of the availability of the presentation documents to the authorized users. For simplifying classification mechanism, we use the notion of views as used in [2] and [7] . We next illustrate such a mechanism with the multiview model of MLS proposed in [2] , [8] , and [11] .
1) Multiview Model of MLS:
The multiview model decomposes a database that uses a -level classification scheme into views. A view is maintained for a given level of classification and provides access to all the data that has classification level less than or equal to that of the view. The assignment of classification levels in the multiview model is done at the object level (instances). Fig. 6 illustrates an example of MLS. Here, we assume each object is classified as either classified or unclassified . A creator A with a clearance for unclassified level creates an object and assigns to attribute Name the classification and value "Ralph," and to attributes Age and Country the classification .
is given the sensitivity level . As Country is classified at , he may put the value "Canada" as a "cover story" for it. In the classified database (DB), pointers to the corresponding object state in unclassified DB are created as shown by an arrow in Fig. 6 (b) from an object instance in classified DB to the object instance in the unclassified DB. For an attribute classified as , the actual value is copied. After the creation, the classified DB and unclassified DB are as shown in 6(b) . Now, a user with clearance can view the unclassified DB. For the user, attribute Age is hidden, while attributes Name and Country are visible. However, the user is unaware of the fact that the value for country is a "cover story" and thinks Country is an unclassified attribute and thus, thinks that "Ralph" is from "Canada."
User can later update the classified information using his clearance and only updates the object state, which is stored in the classified DB. For example, using his clearance , he can change the value of Name to "John" in the classified DB. After this update, the link from classified DB's Name attribute to the unclassified DB's Name attribute is removed. At this time, for a user with clearance , the name will appear as "Ralph" and the user will not know that the actual name is "John." The value "Ralph" in the unclassified DB now becomes a "cover story."
B. The Secure-GOCPN Model
To allow specification of multilevel classified multimedia documents and an MLS policy for multimedia documents, we extend the GOCPN model using a colored Petri-net model [20] . The model allows creation and retrieval of multimedia presentations that require accessing independent media objects belonging to different security domains. Each security domain consists of a set of users/subjects, objects and a classification scheme. To accommodate multiple security policies, we first define an SP for a domain as follows.
Definition 3 (Security Policy): An SP is a tuple , where 1) is a set of subjects; 2) is a set of objects;
3) is a lattice with a set of security levels ; 4)
is a classification function. Furthermore, the BLP restrictions are applied to control the flow of information.
Thus, a security domain represents the scope of an SP over a set of subjects and objects [21] . For a multidomain environment, let the th SP be referred to as . Furthermore, let and denote the set of subjects and objects, respectively, in all the domains of a system, i.e., and . For a multidomain environment containing independent domains, we have a set of policies . Formally, we define a secure-GOCPN as follows. to level domain is the set of interoperation token, and .
4)
is a color function that assigns each place a color set from ; a place can acquire only a token of the color that is defined for the place. A colored token carries information about the identity of the subject, object, and/or the subject's security clearance.
5)
is a guard function defined from into Boolean expressions such that , where Var refers to variables in a guard expression and Type refers to the type of the variables . 6) : is an arc expression from to expressions such that , where Var and Type are the same as above. In the following, we present the representation of multilevel objects in secure-GOCPN and then describe how security specification in a single domain as well as across multiple policy domains can be achieved by using secure-GOCPN.
1) Multilevel Objects in Secure-GOCPN:
We can elaborate the following two scenarios in which: 1) the component objects are managed by a database that supports a multilevel protection and 2) the component objects are independent files or objects without any multilevel decomposition, such as a movie file, an image file, etc.
In the first example, to classify multilevel objects, places can be used. For example, places S-GOCPN-C and S-GOCPN-U in Fig. 6(b) refer to the objects in classified and unclassified DB.
In the second example, a multilevel classification scheme is needed for the objects in a document. For example, a movie file may contain scenes that display some "violence" and is not suitable for a child viewing. In order to allow a child to view the movie, a child's view must be created for the file where violent scenes are removed. Storing a separate copy of the movie with the scenes removed is a costly choice. A better approach is to provide a real-time video operation such as dropping the frames that contain "violence" scenes. Fig. 7(a) shows two views of a video sequence; in the unclassified view, the fourth and the seventh frames are dropped during presentation, whereas in the classfied view, all frames are presented. Fig. 7(b) depicts two views of an image. In the unclassified view, the face of a person has been covered to protect the identity of the person. Hence, a view of a media object such as a video sequence can be represented by specifying such a media operation on the object. It can be noticed that the structure of GOCPN supports views for objects by allowing filtering operations to be specified for each place using the place function (Definition 2). In secure-GOCPN, we represent a multilevel object with possible classifications by places, where each place represents the view of the object at a given classification level. We add an extra place, called default place, for each multilevel object and to represent the "access denied" path during firing of the secure-GOCPN. In other words, if a subject is not cleared authorized for an object, this special place is selected. This place can be used to retain any synchronization constraint introduced by the multilevel object. In case there is no need for any extra functionality, we can assume that the default place merely forward the token without consuming any time. Thus, each multilevel object is represented in secure-GOCPN by places, as shown in Fig. 8 . Firing of a transition implies that the th level object, i.e., , is presented.
2) Security Boundary and Access Control: A secure-GOCPN can handle multiple predefined security policies that provide classification schemes for the media objects in the multidomain environment. For using secure-GOCPN model, a media object needs to be associated with the proper security domain that provides access rules for the objects. In order to provide this functionality, we introduce the three special places of secure-GOCPN, namely, SPlace, AMPlace, and EPlace.
An SPlace is used before each multilevel object, as shown in Fig. 8 . An SPlace is labeled with the symbol " ." For example, in Fig. 8 , the secure object Obj in (a) is an abstract view of the secure-GOCPN net in (b) which in turn is an abstract view of the secure-GOCPN net in (c). Fig. 8(b) shows that document Obj that contains a multilevel object, represented by , has different views depending upon the classification scheme used, as shown in Fig. 8(c) . An SPlace is connected to an AMPlace. Tokens assigned to an SPlace is of color SS; that is, . Thus, an SPlace can contain a default token of color set that it receives from other Eplaces. Alternatively, it can contain an authorization request token of color set , or an authorization token of color set . An AMPlace specifies an authorization module that is maintained by each security domain. It accepts authorization requests and generates authorizations. The arcs labeled between places and indicate that only tokens of color can flow on these arcs, where is an authorization request token. In other words, . Upon receiving this token, generates an authorization token , where is the clearance the user has for accessing object , which in this case is . For an authorization request that cannot be granted, . Once place receives a token from , one of the transitions is enabled. Each of these transitions has a condition, called transition guards, which if satisfied, enables the transition. For the th transition, the guard is " "; ( means clearance in token ); that is, the th transition is enabled if the clearance level in the authorization token matches classification level of object . Place represents the view of object at level . The enabled transition fires immediately indicating that access has been granted for the particular view of the object. In this regard, these transitions act as access gates. Accordingly, such transitions can be referred to as gate-transitions. The outputs of gate-transitions are tokens.
An EPlace, labeled as " ," appear at the output transitions of places , as shown in Fig. 8 . EPlace represents exit from the multilevel object. From each place up to the EPlace, only default tokens flow, and hence . All arcs that are not labeled in the figures are assumed to carry default tokens. Although, no particular semantics is associated with an EPlace, it provides a modular representation of each protected object. SPlace and EPlace pair constitutes the security boundary of the associated multilevel object. Furthermore, an EPlace can be augmented with post-processing requirements such as security auditing.
We assume that each protected object in the system is represented in the Petri-net form shown in Fig. 8(c) . When composing GOCPN documents, we use the abstraction places shown in Fig. 8(a) . However, if a higher-level document has many multilevel subdocuments and if no authorization is required at the highest level, then SPlace is not connected to any AMPlace. For example, in Fig. 9 , a document is composed of two protected multilevel objects and . Place needs not to send out authorization request to as the combination of and at this level is not classified. The clearance and authorization check is carried out at each multilevel subdocument and . Fig. 9(a) is the highest level of abstraction of the document and it can be used as a component in other documents. Fig. 9(b) shows an arrangement for subdocuments. Fig. 9(c) and Fig.9(d) show the detailed representation of the subdocuments and , respectively.
To make the model general and flexible, places that represent the views of a place in the protected document Obj, may not be restricted to the same multimedia object. Each can reference a different GOCPN document. The user can apply application specific semantics to such classification. An example is a Web-site presentation for which can be a document presented to "privileged" users and can be a document presented to "general" public. Information viewed by a privileged user can be vastly different from the information viewed by a general user. In some cases, the information viewed by the privileged user can be a superset of the information viewed by the general user.
A place that represents a view for a place as in Fig. 8 , is not necessarily attached to the same classification scheme at all the times. The document represented as may appear as a view of another object within a different classification scheme in a different document. For example, if represents an image, in one scheme it may appear as "adult" view of an object, where the classification scheme uses "adult" and "child" to classify objects based on the adult material present. However, in another scheme, be used as a particular class of art when some artistic categorization is used. We note that there is no semantics attached to a place in Fig. 8 . The classification semantics is provided by SPlace, AMPlace, and the gate-transitions.
3) Hierarchical Protection: The proposed GOCPN model can be applied to achieve hierarchical classification on media objects [25] . We illustrate this concept with an example, depicted in Figs. 10 and 11. According to Definition 2, it can be noticed that where represents a content set, represents the set of QoP parameters, integer set represents durations, represents spatial information, and represents an ordered set of media operations. Also, in the set of operation , operation is applied on the media content before operation . We show that by properly defining a set of operations we can apply hierarchical classification on a media object. To simplify our discussion below, we only consider sets and ; that is, . In Figs. 10 and 11, we have a base, unclassified object represented as , which is a high-quality movie file.
In
Step 1(a) of Fig. 10 , a classification scheme is applied that uses "adult" and "child" as classification labels. The result is a multilevel document that is shown in Fig. 10 . represents the authorization module associated with this scheme. The "adult" view of is and constitutes playing out the original movie file , whereas the "child" view of is , which constitutes playing out the actual movie without frames that contain adult material and are enumerated in set . Hence, represents an application of an operation on . In other words, . To simplify the figures we have omitted the "access denied" path (indicated by null) in Fig. 10 . Note that while places and refer to the same base media content, place refers to the content as it is available in storage, whereas refers to a modified version of the base media content. In step 2(a), another classification on object is carried out to get object . The second classification uses "privileged" and "general" classes. A "privileged" user gets a high-quality presentation, whereas a "general" user gets a low-quality presentation as shown in Fig. 10(b) . The place represents the view of object at the "privileged" level, whereas represents the view of object at the "general" level. The "general" level can be represented as as it involves applying operation , where indicates the reduction in quality on the content of , which is the content of with frames from the set dropped. Fig. 11 shows the expanded view. Note that represents the view of the file for an "adult" user having a "privileged" status and constitutes the presentation of the movie at its original form. Place represents the view of the file for a "child" user having a "privileged" status and constitutes the presentation of the original movie with adult-oriented frames dropped, which are represented by a small oval on the dotted line from to . Similarly, represents the view of the file for an "adult" user having a "general" status and constitutes a reduced quality movie. Similarly, represents the view of the file for a "child" user having a "general" status, which constitutes the movie with reduced quality as well as adult-oriented frames dropped. Hence, we can capture each view of using the function in terms of the base object as follows:
and . This process allows a hierarchical classification scheme. The process can be specified on media objects by defining an ordered set of operations on an object.
4) Interdomain Access:
In numerous applications, a user may retrieve several independent documents from different security domains and develop a composite presentation. In such cases, multidomain access policies become a limiting factor in composing a multimedia presentation. In Fig. 9 , each subobject belongs to the same domain (both use and hence the same classification scheme applies to the subobjects. Fig. 12 shows a document composed from two documents that belong to two different domains and . V1 belongs to and V2 belongs to . The composed document itself belongs to . In this case, if a user has some clearance in each domain, then he is presented the views of objects V1 and V2 depending upon his clearance.
It is possible, however, that a user has clearance to only one domain, in which case he can view only one of the subdocuments, say V1 and V2. However, the system can be configured to provide a mapping between the classification lattices of the two domains to allow a user having a clearance in one domain to allow some level of clearance in the other domain [6] , [12] . For example, in Fig. 13 , domain employs four classification levels and domain employs five classification levels. The mapping shown as a directed arc indicates that anyone cleared for level in is allowed to view level objects in . Similarly, mapping indicates that anyone cleared for level in is cleared for level objects in . If mapping is also included, it can create a violation within . That is, a user cleared for in gets clearance for in and as is mapped to , he also gets clearance for in , thus allowing a user with only clearance to view an object at a higher classification level . Mappings and define the interdomain access allowed in a multidomain environment. Care must be taken to ensure that such mappings are consistent [17] so that they do not create security violation. In essence, such secure interoperation in a multidomain environment must ensure the principles of autonomy and security [17] . The principle of autonomy requires that whatever accesses are allowed within a single domain should still be allowed when an interdomain access is permitted between this domain and other domains through such mappings. The principle of security requires that, if an access is not permitted in a domain, that access should not be allowed through interdomain accesses. Addition of arc violates the principle of security. Here we assume that mappings between security lattices of different domains have been correctly established. For discussions that follow, we assume that mapping does not exist.
To model such mappings between the levels of different domains, we introduce a place to represent each one directional set of mappings. For example, for a mapping from to , we use place (an INPlace), which always contain a token that contains the mapping information. For example, contains token , where represents the level of mapped to level of domain .
accepts an authorization token from the associated AMPlace, in this case . Note that . As mentioned earlier, the authorization token is used to store the information as to what clearance a user has. outputs a token to (an interoperation transition), which fires upon receiving a token each from and its associated . The firing condition for is that the user has a clearance in . If the user has such a clearance then the value in the token received from is nonnull. However, if the user does not have the required clearance, the mapping information is used. Similarly, an interoperation place is created for to mapping. For each , we have a and .
IV. AN ARCHITECTURE FOR MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION SYSTEM (MMIS)
In this section, we present an architecture for an MMIS that allows creation, storage, retrieval, and presentation of information related to individual media as well as complex multimedia documents. It uses secure-GOCPN to model secure multimedia documents. The overall architecture of the system is illustrated in Fig. 14 . The highest-level module consists of a multimedia user environment (MUE) through which an application developer can compose, query, manage authorization, and display multimedia documents and objects. It provides an interface between a naive user and complex multimedia services given by the underlying systems.
The script translator and deadline generator (STDG) processes a secure-GOCPN document and produces an instance of GOCPN document based on user clearances, during which it interacts with the authorization manager (AM) to determine the clearances a user has for different views of each multilevel object that appears in the secure-GOCPN document. The AM maintains the information related to each security domain and redirects authorization requests sent to it. The resulting GOCPN script is then used to construct a hierarchical structure of the document suitable for database search and retrieval. A multimedia document playback deadline table is generated from hierarchy. This table is used by the multimedia presentation manager (MPM) to schedule real-time presentation of the document.
At the time of saving a multimedia document, multimedia query processor (MQP) accepts the inputs from STDG and multimedia authoring tool (MAT), and stores the document script (or secure-GOCPN graph) into databases along with other information. For querying and retrieval purposes, MQP first translates user-level query specifications into common multimedia query language (CMQL) supported by the underlying DBMS (which is Postgres in this case) and then communicates with DBMS to get back searching results. The MPM is responsible for playing back multimedia documents in real time. It needs to simultaneously control multiple output devices, fetch media data from their sources to output devices and enforce both inter-media and intra-media synchronization constraints. Dynamic control and QoP adaptation for presentation are also necessary to accommodate user interactions and system's bottlenecks. In the following subsections, we discuss these components in detail.
A. The Multimedia User Environment (MUE)
In contrast to traditional textual data, multimedia presentation can be highly interactive. This requires proper design of easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) that interacts directly with the end users and supports services related to the underlying database. Therefore, MUE, a GUI tool based on X/Motif, is designed and implemented to author, query and display multimedia documents and objects. MUE communicates with layers underneath and requests services from them on behalf of a user's request. There are four basic tools in MUE: 1) MAT; 2) authorization administration tool (AAT); 3) multimedia query tool (MQT); and 4) multimedia presentation tool (MPT) .
MAT provides facilities that allow users to interactively compose, store, and modify multimedia documents. After the secure-GOCPN-based composition of a document is completed, the script generator interprets the Petri-net graph, creates a secure-GOCPN script by extracting its structural information. This script can be saved in a file or database for later reference. In order to locate and retrieve multimedia data from databases, MQT provides ad hoc query interfaces that allow a user to formulate queries in the form of scripts, tables, graphs, or their combinations. It also communicates with MQP for query execution. AAT allows a security administrator to define new classification policies that can be applied during the composition of a document, assign user clearances, and specify interdomain accesses. MPT is designed for controlling multimedia presentation interactively in real time. It accepts inputs from users and requests corresponding services from presentation manager. Subsequently, MPT allows users to play back selected multimedia documents with VCR-type functionalities.
B. The Script Translator and Deadline Generator (STDG) Module
The secure-GOCPN scripts generated by MAT consist of a transition script followed by a place script. In the transition scripts, the total number of transitions is recorded along with information about individual transition such as its index, indexes of its input places and output places. When a user wants to view a secure-GOCPN document, a GOCPN instance is created based on his clearances to component objects.
The GOCPN instance is represented in a GOCPN script, as shown in Fig. 16 . The place script contains information about individual multimedia objects, such as object type, duration, object filename, display position, size on the screen, etc. The type of object is represented by a number, e.g., 1 for image, 2 for text, etc. An example of a GOCPN script file has a format as shown in Fig. 16 .
The GOCPN script generated is interpreted by the script translator, which converts it into a hierarchical structure by using the temporal operator described in [28] . In addition, all the information related to data places is also retrieved from the script. The deadline generator processes the hierarchy and determines the play-out deadline for each data place in a given GOCPN instance, using the deadline algorithm in Fig. 15 .
C. The Authorization Manager (AM)
The AM maintains information about various security domains and makes authorization decisions. This module is responsible for processing authorization requests from user and uses algorithm secure-GOCPN-to-GOCPN( ) of Fig. 15 . When an associated input transition to an AMPlace from a SPlace is fired, the translator algorithm (see Fig. 15 ) sends a message to the authorization agent based on the authorization request token along with the identity of the policy depending upon the AMPlace.
The AM maintains a set of tables for each policy and a policymapping table for interdomain accesses, as shown in Fig. 18 . Associated with each policy is a table that lists the objects it governs. We note that this table may be empty, as the policy may be an application level policy that is applied on objects belonging to other domains. For example, in Fig. 10 , the base object is the movie file , which actually resides in the underlying database. When the object is composed, we do not need to explicitly consider as an object belonging to a policy domain of , although it is implicit. All it is saying is that only "privileged" or "general" classes of users as defined by 's policy can be cleared for whatever subobjects that this document is composed of. Thus, we need not make an explicit entry in the object table for .
D. Object-Oriented Multimedia Data Model
In this subsection, we discuss our design of object-oriented data model for multimedia information and corresponding database schema for indexing purposes. The proposed data schema is stored in database and facilitates users to do temporal and spatial searches as well as traditional content-based searches. Object-oriented technology is effective in modeling and manipulating multimedia data [15] , [32] , [39] . It provides an abstraction by integrating data, attributes, and method in a single construct that is well suited for multimedia applications. 
E. Generic Multimedia Objects
There are some common features and properties shared by all objects in the multimedia object hierarchy. They constitute the generic class of multimedia objects that is the super class of all multimedia objects. This generic multimedia object class is defined as Class MMobject, as shown in Fig. 17 . Fig. 17 also defines classes for each object type. Each media object requires a unique identifier, , that distinguishes itself from all other objects throughout its lifetime within the system. An can be made unique by combining several of the following components: network domain name, server ID, time stamp, object class, and object instance count. An objectPointer points to the actual source of the media data providing a fast, direct access to data, and can be determined by a combination of the hostname or Internet address and a filename or device name.
Appropriate metadata is essential for displaying, indexing and processing multimedia data. The title, author, and date attributes are used for bibliography information. Bibliography data alone may not be sufficient for supporting content-based search on multimedia objects. Multimedia information usually has complex semantics and is extremely difficult for computer interpretation. Thus, it is necessary to derive metadata from the content of multimedia manually or semiautomatically. The description attribute gives details of media content and a key word search can be performed on the value of this attribute. Moreover, each multimedia object has a subject attribute that classifies the object into various categories. Different media have different display characteristics. The basic information of a multimedia object should be known before it can be interpreted and displayed correctly. The attribute format is provided to identify the representation scheme of associated media data. Sometimes, it is also necessary to know the data volume of multimedia object when considering the capacity of network, storage device, and other aspects of the system. Accordingly, we use size to specify the data volume of media object.
Texts can be either plain or formatted. Tex, Latex, and ODA are some of the examples of document formats. In our system, we use format and language attributes to differentiate various text formats and languages used. A graphical object is a subclass of the generic multimedia object with width and height attributes added that indicate the horizontal and vertical resolutions of an image measured in pixels. Image class inherits all the properties from graphical object and adds pixelDepth and colorModel for interpretation of pixel values and specifying the model of the color used. An iconPtr is used to point to reduced quality image to support fast browsing and previewing of images. A video objects is a subclass of a graphical object that adds time-related attributes, duration and rate, as shown in Fig. 16 . Video data also uses attributes pixelDepth and colorModel. Rate specifies how many frames should be delivered per unit time. Since a video object demands huge storage and transmission bandwidth, it is also desirable to have a small icon for users to scan it very rapidly by displaying key frames only or video with reduced resolution. The location of such a video icon is referenced by iconPtr. Audio objects include duration, rate (samples per second), bitsPerSample (usually it is 8-bit for telephony or 16-bit for CD quality) and NChannel (number of channels used for audio playback) attributes.
F. Multimedia Query Processing
Users can formulate multimedia queries in the form of table, graph, script, or their combinations. MQT described earlier provides the necessary GUI tools for formulating a query in the content, temporal and spatial domains. This application level query cannot be interpreted directly by underlying DBMSs. MQP translates the user query into CMQL that is accepted by DBMS as well as some other functions, such as: 1) accepting queries in various forms from MQE and obtaining corresponding query data structures; 2) analyzing the query information and performing necessary processing; 3) setting up connections to databases, execute queries and get back results from databases; and 4) passing the query results to MQE for display. Another task of the query processor is to actually store the user created multimedia documents into the database for later retrieval and query. After a user composes a multimedia document through MAT, a command can be issued to the system to save the document. The STDG module then constructs the corresponding database tables and requests the query processor to insert tables into the underlying database. These tables form a template for a GOCPN instance created from secure-GOCPN document after user clearances are determined.
1) Content and Bibliographic Queries: Content-based query is perhaps the most common query in traditional information system. Bibliography query may include information such as title, author, and creation date of multimedia objects. A typical multimedia query is "Find all pictures (paintings) about women made by Picasso before year 1930." Upon receiving a query request from MQE, the MQP creates a SQL template and all necessary variables for the query. Then appropriate search-conditions are constructed and inserted into the SQL statements. The SQL codes generated is the QUERY1 in Fig. 19 . The subject and text descriptions of multimedia contents described in the previous subsection are used for content-based retrieval. If the subject is specified, the corresponding field of multimedia objects should be successfully matched. On the other hand, if key words are used for search purposes, the multimedia objects with a text description containing these key words will be returned to the user. In this example, the image object id, location pointer, and icon pointer are returned.
2) Spatio-Temporal Queries: MMISs should provide necessary facilities to accommodate temporal and spatial queries as well. A multimedia document usually contains temporally, spatially and logically related multiple media objects. A user may ask for documents with certain structural information. For instance, a typical query can be "Find a document which displays a video clip about Yellowstone National Park accompanied by an English text caption." This query inherently has a temporal constraint, e.g., video and text should be displayed simultaneously.
Problems arise for such a temporal query when the representations of temporal relationship is not unique. For example, the two GOCPN structures shown in (i) and (iii) in Fig. 20(a) represent the same temporal relation. However, their net structures are different. When querying for GOCPN subnet shown in (ii) in Fig. 20(a) , the direct matching will fail if the document is constructed as the GOCPN graph shown in (iii) in Fig. 20(a) . In order to overcome this difficulty a universal canonical representation scheme (UCRS), which is unique and deterministic to a given temporal relation is needed. By translating GOCPN into this universal representation scheme, the matching can be carried out without ambiguity. Another reason for UCRS is to cope with the heterogeneity problems in synchronization specification schemes. In other words, the temporal and spatial relationships among media objects may be represented by various synchronization models.
For multimedia documents, the play-out deadline for each component media is calculated and stored in multiple deadline tables together with spatial information and other media specific metadata. The deadline-based representation of temporal relation is unique for each document. It is employed by MQP to calculate relative time ordering information and perform appropriate query processing on database. Fig. 20(c)-(d) shows an example of such a temporal query in GOCPN form. This temporal query is first translated into multimedia deadline tables with corresponding attributes instantiated by the STDG. The result is shown in the table in Fig. 20(c) . The table is only for an illustration purpose, the actual deadline table contains more information than is shown here. From the deadline tables, the MQP constructs the CMQL (SQL) shown in QUERY2 in Fig. 19 and sent to the DBMS for execution.
3) Querying With Partial Knowledge: This kind of query is to find the multimedia document according to the partial knowledge of the document. For example, a user may want to read a multimedia document which has a video clip of Michael Jordan playing basketball. In this example, it is possible that the document description and other metadata for document do not contain such information. However, we may find it by looking into the metadata of the component media object within the multimedia document. This query can be specified by a GOCPN graph containing single image object with a content description of Michael Jordan. The resulting SQL query is QUERY3 in Fig. 19 .
4) Comprehensive Query:
In the proposed MMIS, a user can formulate complex queries by combining content and structural search. The content part is specified in table form, as described in the previous subsection, while structural part can be constructed through GOCPN authoring tools. Fig. 20(b) is a query "Find an OCPN document having such a structural information with a subject about the earth."
When the query processor accepts the query data structure from MQE, it is also informed by MQE of the search types. In this case, both content and structural searches are needed. Therefore, query processor uses this information and processes the user's structural constraints. It finally generates QUERY4 following SQL statements that combine both aspects of the query.
V. RELATED WORK
Multimedia synchronization has been the focus of research in multimedia database community for the last several years [29] , [24] , [10] . Many temporal modeling schemes have been developed to describe multimedia synchronization requirements [19] , [26] . Synchronization based on time line [19] is one of the early works in synchronization modeling. In this approach, all objects are linked to a reference time line and decoupled from each other. This allows removal or addition of presentation objects without affecting the synchronization of other objects. By introducing object time, a modified version discussed in [16] allows each object to be scaled, translated and inverted on the time line.
As the synchronization can only be defined based on fixed points in time, the models [19] , [16] lack the ability to specify multimedia presentation with nondeterministic temporal information. The OCPN model was proposed in [29] , [30] , [28] . The authors show that each of Allen's 13 basic temporal relationships [1] can be expressed by a Petri-net. In this model, a place represents an object play-out duration while a transition represents synchronization point. A firing rule is used to specify the synchronization conditions. However, OCPN and its enhanced version also rely on the duration information of each media object and does not allow handling of the asymmetric relations involved in multimedia presentation. Li et al. have presented time-flow graph as a fuzzy temporal modeling scheme in [26] , [27] . In their model, three additional temporal relationships, namely, shortest, longest and chosen, and two Boolean margin functions were introduced to enhance Allen's representation scheme. This approach allows nondeterministic temporal relationships to be represented to some extent. Unfortunately, some shortcomings of the OCPN model were still present in their scheme, because it is an interval-based model and mainly relies on Allen's 13 relations. In addition, the newly added three relationships assume that the composite object's starting time and ending time can only be determined by one of the component objects. Their model cannot handle general situations, as in the case where the starting time and ending time are determined by different objects. XML is also emerging as a powerful tool for multimedia document composition and presentation [41] .
In hierarchical synchronization specification, a complex multimedia object is organized in a tree structure consisting of nodes, which denotes serial or parallel presentation of the outgoing subtrees [5] . Haindl [18] presented a model, which captures various level of multimedia synchronization granularity. Each data object is recursively decomposed into an ordered set of data subsets. The level of such decomposition depends on applications and the lower level subsets reflect the finer synchronization. This model lacks the capability to manage nondeterministic temporal relationships and incomplete timing.
Several research works can be found in the literature related to MLS, security in object-oriented systems, and distributed systems. Some work in security related to multimedia and hypertext systems can be found in [13] , [14] , [23] , [36] , and [38] .
In [13] and [14] , researchers discuss security and access control issues related to multimedia systems. A simple access control mechanism and verification for hypertext documents using Petri-nets has been discussed in [38] . It uses basic access control based on Petri-net constructs such as "repeat times," "forever repeat," etc., but does not address MLS. In [23] and [36] , authorization models for distributed systems focused toward WWW are proposed, both of which address the DAC mechanism for the systems like hypertext and WWW. To the best of our knowledge, the work presented here constitutes first research attempt in integrating modeling and specification of media synchronization as well as MLS of multimedia documents in a distributed, heterogeneous, multidomain environment.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an integrated Petri-net-based synchronization model that allows specification of application level, user-specific MLS. The model allows specifying interdomain access restrictions when subject/objects are governed by different classification policies in a multidomain environment. This facilitates composition of complex documents that have multilevel objects belonging to different domains and or classified using some hierarchical set of classification schemes. Such a capability allows composing a single document that constitutes different set of information for different users. The secure-GOCPN documents maintain such multilevel classified information throughout the life-cycle of the documents. More complex documents can be composed using such secure-GOCPN documents without any security concerns for multilevel objects comprising each such documents. In addition, secure-GOCPN has capabilities to model various multimedia synchronization requirements, such as deterministic and nondeterministic temporal relations, incomplete timing, asymmetric relations, user interactions, and lip-sync synchronization. We have also proposed the temporal constraint system that generalizes both deterministic and nondeterministic temporal relations for which a priori knowledge about interval durations and/or interval end points may not be available.
